
@Prettygirl_fisi, @_its.ann, @ yo_its.mari 
 

  Hey girlies, it’s been a while 
since we’ve spoken and I have 

some issues that were 
concerning me  

Heyyyy and what is it because 
I’ve noticed some things too 

OMG same and hiiiiiiii 

Wow are you serious, what did 
she say 

Okay so today while I was at 
Starbucks getting my coffee 
the man behind me gave an 

inappropriate comment to the 
girl behind the counter 

Oh no he didn’t. I hope she told 
the manager 



 
 
 

  

She actually did tell the manager 
and he told her to suck it up and 

deal with it 

Uh uh your lying. He should’ve 
asked the man to apologize or 

leave  

Us females should not have to 
deal with things like this  

This brings me into something 
I’ve noticed also which is how 

women are downgraded in the 
media 

Ikr I wanted to cuss both of 
them out but I forced myself to 

keep my composure 

Omg I’ve noticed that too. We 
have so many stereotypes put 
on how we’re supposed to act 

and I can’t help but to get upset 
about it because it’s just not 

right  

Exactly, yesterday when I was 
watching a movie, a man had 

walked over to a lady and he was 
supposedly hitting on her and his 
pick-up line happened to be “aye 
girl how come you not smiling” 



 
 

 

Every guy is using that now and 
I don’t understand why they 
think that we’re supposed to 
always be smiling because it’s 

the lady like thing to do  

That’s true but what was it that 
you were concerned about 

It’s really not tho and I tbh hate 
smiling when someone tells me 
to because I feel like they have 
some kinda leverage over me 

Yeah but some people are 
clueless and are doing it the 

wrong way 

I wanted to talk about how our 
children are being raised today  

Hmm what about it everyone 
raises their kids differently 

Exactly, some parents just let 
their kids do whatever and 

having that kind of power lets 
the child grow up without 

checks and balances 

So parents basically need to 
take charge and control their 

children 


